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I’ve always been interested in things that people conclude privately but hesitate to say

publicly. In some cases, I’m dealing not with conclusions, but rather with the vague sense

that something doesn’t add up, or with the feeling that there are certain fundamental

questions that are better left unasked. With that in mind, I think it’s time for me to publicly say

what I’ve concluded after 35 years of teaching mathematics, training preservice mathematics

teachers for 16 years at UBC, and asking everyone I meet about the mathematical

requirements in their work:

There is no broadly useful mathematics taught after Grade 9.

The accelerant for this line of thinking appeared during a grade 11 mathematics lesson on

quadratic relations during the 1990s, when a student asked how he would ever use any of

this. Knowing that he was a basketball player, and drawing upon my knowledge of

kinematics, I took 10 minutes and (very) roughly modelled for him the flight of a basketball

through the air. “That’s cool”, he responded, followed by, “And how do I need that for

shooting hoops?” And of course the answer is, “You don’t”. This anecdote sharply shows the

distinction between description (imposing mathematics on a situation) and prescription (the

minimum amount of mathematics needed to solve actual problems). We flatter ourselves if

we call why I did mathematical modelling, and we embarrass ourselves if we call it an

“application”. The dichotomy comprising description and prescription guides this paper, as

well as my suggestions for designing what in my view would be more honest and much more

useful mathematics curricula. A related claim is that few students learn the broadly useful

mathematics to the degree they should, and the much smaller proportion of students who

actually need much more sophisticated mathematics also suffer from a lack of depth and

rigour.



What Mathematics is Broadly Useful?

Another personal anecdote helps illustrate. Less than 10 years ago, a family member of

mine was hospitalized with a systemic infection, and a very powerful antibiotic with a narrow

therapeutic window was ordered by the attending physician. From my seat I could hear

several nurses talking back and forth about calculating the correct dosage, given the

patient’s body weight in pounds and the mg/kg dosing instructions from the doctor. I walked

over and announced that I was a mathematics teacher and that nothing was going forward

until I was shown the math. I checked and they had computed it correctly. The stakes were

very high, the mathematics mattered, and the nurses correctly used Grade 8 mathematics to

arrive at their decision.

During my 16 years teaching pre-service mathematics teachers at UBC, I made a habit of

engaging my students on the question of what mathematics they thought was broadly

needed in society. Their initial reflex was to look (with some difficulty) for any math that was

needed in any job. But that was not the task. Over the years a consensus emerged, which is

displayed in the table below. Note that some skills are co-dependent.

Skill Required Application(s) Grade Level at Competency

Seriation (Ordering and Counting) Vast K/1

Four Basic Arithmetic Operations.

The times table up to 12 x 12

should have instant recall.

Vast 5

Adding, subtracting, and

multiplying mixed numerals with

denominators of 2 and 4.

Cooking and baking, some

household decoration projects,

dividing food portions equally.

8/9

Computations of and Conversion

Between Fractions, Decimals, and

Percents

Verifying tax paid and interest due,

computing tips.

8/9



Proportionality Scaling recipes, determining

correct medicine dosing, currency

conversions.

8/9

Surface area of rectangles Computing wall area for painting,

applying lawn chemicals,

purchasing fabric and flooring.

7

Rates Estimating completion times for

tasks and projects, estimating

times of arrival while driving,

9

Interpreting Graphs Inferring trends in data, and

spotting misleading presentations

of data.

9

Measurements of length and

volume.

Household construction, repairs,

and renovations, cooking.

7

Some readers will have missed the word “broadly” in my above conclusion, just as many of

my former preservice teachers initially did. No doubt truck drivers should have some

knowledge of slope, just as accountants should understand the implications of exponential

growth. Many of you will recall an educational poster - still for sale and still adorning some

classrooms - comprising a spreadsheet of jobs and professions down the side, and a list of

required mathematical concepts and skills along the top. The poster indicates which skills

are needed for each job. The content of the poster is misleading as advertised. The authors

of that poster don’t distinguish between description and prescription. No doubt there are a

few carpenters who may have used Pythagoras a few times in unusual situations,

accountants who use spreadsheet formulas, and engineers who use applied advanced

mathematics (and rely on software and numerical techniques when they do) and so on, but

when we take an honest look at the mathematics people need (prescriptions) as opposed to

the mathematics we impose on situations (descriptions), the picture becomes clearer.

Moving beyond broadly prescribed mathematics, I was almost always met with blank stares

by future teachers of mathematics when I asked for a single example, from any job in any

circumstance when a person would need to solve an algebraic equation. I’ve yet to hear a

convincing answer. In my view it is a scandal in the curriculum when we ask students the

following type of question: “Jane has twice as many dimes as nickels. If she has only dimes



and nickels and a total of $1.25, how many dimes and nickels does she have?” An irreverent

student might ask how we know that she has twice as many dimes as nickels. The answer is

that somebody had to count, which means that not only is the prescribed mathematics

seriation (which is a Kindergarten skill), but somebody already knows the answer. We have a

word in English for this situation: a game - and a boring one at that. When students do press

us on this point, the party line is to wag our finger with a knowing smile and say, “Just you

wait; this is only a simple example that helps get you ready for some really important math

down the road”.

But it turns out the mathematics down the road is more important for us than for anybody

else, and that’s a difficult thing for many mathematics teachers to accept. Indeed we are

among the last group of people to recognize it. For several generations it was simply

assumed that premedical students should take calculus. But why? If any of you are thinking

about half-life decay curves of blood serum levels of medications for example, then you have

fallen into the habit of conflating our sophisticated descriptions of natural phenomena with

requirements for competent practice. Doctors rely on calculus about as much as car

mechanics rely on Young’s Modulus when using a torque wrench. That’s why UBC and

countless other institutions long ago dropped calculus as a requirement for premedical

students. The same thing happened with Latin. For centuries, knowledge of Latin used to be

the Sine Qua Non of an educated person. Latin, it was argued, had almost mystical cognitive

benefits and was generally, “good for you”. And there isn’t a shred of evidence to support

that claim, just as there is no evidence that studying mathematics transfers in important

ways into unrelated domains. Notably, competency in it is also a poor predictor of medical

competency.

All this is heresy, of course, but let’s be precise about it: much of what we do in mathematics

falls into the category of the decorative and playful. Some years back, at a fall conference of

the BCAMT at Cambie Secondary, I saw an excellent show put on by students called “Math

is Everywhere”, sung to the tune, “I’ve Been Everywhere, Man”. I congratulate the teacher

for generating such enthusiasm about learning, and the students for their stagecraft and

hard work. Indeed, it’s not everyday you see an auditorium full of mathematics teachers

smiling and clapping. It was a mathematics revival meeting. And the students were correct;

math is everywhere. But my point is, we chose to put it there. We believe that mathematics

is inherently important, if for no other reason than aesthetics and tradition, regardless of

where society might actually need to use it. Mathematics is at the center of some of



humanity’s most stunning intellectual achievements, and we should celebrate it properly.

Just as we can appreciate the power and genius of a major symphonic piece, we don’t need

to know that the tempered 12-tone scale in modern music subdivides octaves using the 12th

root of 2. It’s fun to look at the mathematics of it, however.

So what mathematics should we be teaching? If we believe in “mathematics for all”, and if

we are honest about what mathematical requirements exist in our world, then the rest follows

logically.

First Principle: Every member of society should become highly proficient, if not expert, in

the skills I listed in the table above. My guess is that there are very few places on Earth -

including Norway, whose mathematics education is now very much in vogue - where the

general population meets this goal. For example, we should be able to stop people in the

street and ask them, “If a recipe for four people calls for 2 and one half cups of flour, how

much flour will we need to make the recipe for six people?”. If my first principle above has

been met, then most of those people will be able to give us the answer - as a fraction,

without a calculator - quickly and without too much stress. When I find the time and the

nerve, I’ll walk from one end of a shopping mall to the other (perhaps not in the small town in

which I live) and ask random people this question as a research study and see for myself

what the actual state of mathematical skills in the population is.

The implications for curricular design are pretty straight-forward, but perhaps difficult to sell.

We should eliminate almost all algebra, analytic geometry, deductive geometry, and

trigonometry. In their place we should demand high levels of competency in real-world

situations of the type I describe above. Special Education concerns notwithstanding, I don’t

think we should allow students to graduate high school unless they demonstrate such

competence on an externally designed and marked instrument. Ideally, there should be a

practical component to such an assessment. As a thought experiment, imagine a society in

which the vast majority of adults have full numeracy according to the list I provide above. We

have nothing even remotely approaching that now, but if we did, our culture would change in

a very good way.

Second Principle: A small fraction of our students need much more advanced applied

mathematics, much earlier, and to higher degrees of proficiency. There are also students

who love mathematics and want to take it further down the road. It’s difficult to provide a



content exemplar here because many engineers state publicly that they use no calculus or

formal algebra at all in their work, and use software and numerical and computational

methods when they solve actual problems. This quote, taken from the online site “Physics

Forums” is particularly cogent:

I am an electrical engineer and I have been working in the

utility industry for 3 years. I can say honestly that neither me

nor my co-workers ever use Calculus on the job. As a matter

of fact engineering education only gives you the tools to

learn. The thing that you need the most from school are the

concepts from some of your engineering courses. The

unfortunate thing is that many important concepts that are

needed get buried beneath math. This is because most

engineering professors have never worked in the field as an

engineer.

Reference https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/do-engineers-use-calculus.62279/

Some readers will latch strongly onto the phrase “the tools to learn” in the above quote, and

will claim that is part of our agenda and is explicitly stressed in our new curricula. Precisely

what are these “tools”? They involve heuristics, a minor example of which might include

probing the endpoints of physical phenomena, looking for outcomes that might inform us and

give new insights not predicted by our models. For instance, one major, important, and

largely unsolved problem in engineering today involves the design and use of wrap-around

gussets. The following document represents, for me, the epitome of applied mathematics

and heuristic-based problem solving in a crucial and real situation. See:

http://arcstructural.com/images/wagp.pdf. The logic here might be accessible to some 16

year-olds, but the mathematics needed is far beyond anything currently encountered up to

second year in most universities in Canada. The logic and problem solving are indeed

important for all of us to develop, but as the forum poster argues, why are we burying them

in what for almost all members of society is superfluous mathematical content?

Off at the margins are the rare and highly specialized people who theorize and experiment at

the outer edges of physics, chemistry, cosmology, military defense, genetics, and so on.

They actually need calculus (and a lot of it), number theory, advanced numerical techniques,

http://arcstructural.com/images/wagp.pdf


topology, etcetera. Not only is most of this mathematics beyond me, in some cases I don’t

even recognize the mathematical symbols and terms. I can understand the end applications,

however, and I am glad that there are people out there who can understand and do that kind

of work. As a specific example, I am currently involved in a study which is pursuing, among

other theories, the possibility that certain frequencies of electromagnetic energy are

implicated in generating anomalous perceptions in the human auditory system. The following

is an excerpt from Panagopoulos, Karabarbounis, and Margaritis (2002), (see

https://bit.ly/2M2oGJs) in which they derive a biophysical model for the activation of free

ions on the surface of cell membranes.

I don’t pretend to be able to fully follow the entire derivation - and, crucially, I don’t need to -

but I can certainly understand and use their conclusions, which are fascinating and important

for what I am studying.

The implications for curriculum here are also obvious. We should identify - early on -

students who show us that they enjoy math and physics or are gifted in those subjects. We

should then encourage and push them in advanced mathematics and numerical techniques.

By the end of Grade 12 they should show what we might now consider to be second or third

year university skills in those areas. For our next thought experiment, imagine a world where

we unleash 18 year-olds with such skills to stand on the shoulders of experts in mathematics

and the natural sciences.

My background as a teacher of Psychology guides my conclusion to this paper. When we

make a decades-long emotional investment in anything, it becomes an emotional necessity

to protect that investment by first convincing others, and then ourselves, of the primacy of

our work and the way in which we do it. This creates a shared orthodoxy with its own rituals

and received wisdom. It also generates a filtering mechanism that implicitly teaches us that



there are some conclusions that are not fit to say out loud, and some questions that are

probably better not asked. That’s because heretical speech can be just as dangerous for the

system as for the person uttering it. I started here by writing that I was interested in things

that others think but might not say. Perhaps I didn’t go far enough: I am just as interested in

things that people don’t even think.


